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The assessment of the detection performance of metal detectors (hand-worn, hand-held, and walk-through models) is based on the
ability of the detectors to sound an alarm when presented with a test object. These test objects are typically actual threat items or
simulated threat items. The orientation of these test objects with the magnetic field generated by the metal detectors may affect the
detectability of the test objects. More importantly, small misorientations of a threat object or simulated threat object may cause the
operator to incorrectly attribute to the metal detector a higher performance than it is capable of providing. Consequently, to support
accurate and reproducible characterization of the performance of a metal detector, orientation effects should be minimized or
eliminated. We discuss the use of spherical test objects to eliminate this potentially serious error in the assessment of the detection
performance of a metal detector. In this study, we consider only hand-worn and hand-held metal detectors because of their similarity
in size and operation.
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1. Introduction
Security metal detectors work by generating an alternating magnetic field that interacts with electrically
conducting and/or magnetically permeable objects that are nearby, and then sensing the effect of that
interaction. Hand-held metal detectors (HHMDs) are ubiquitous in security screening of metal threat
objects and contraband. Hand-worn metal detectors (HWMDs) are relatively new instantiation of security
screening metal detector. These HWMDs may be full-glove or half-glove models or simply a strap
containing a sensor that lies against the palm side of the hand. HWMDs and HHMDs are intended to be
used in close proximity to the subject being searched: the HWMD typically operates with the sensor within
a couple of millimeters from the surface being searched, whereas the HHMD is nominally held 1 cm to
2 cm from the surface being scanned, depending on the intent of the search.
To test the detection performance of HHMDs and HWMDs, metal test objects are brought near the
metal detector and the presence or absence of an alarm is recorded. These metal test objects are often an
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actual threat object. However, the design or manufacture of an actual threat object may change
unbeknownst to the operator, and thus change the apparent sensitivity of a metal detector to that threat
object. The purposes of the test objects include to assess the performance of a given model of metal
detectors, to perform a historical comparison of the performance of a given metal detector or model of
metal detectors, and to perform a product comparison. To do these functions accurately and reproducibly,
the test object should be well defined and stable. This is where an exemplar that emulates the
electromagnetic response of an actual threat should be used. These exemplars do not need to look like an
actual threat object, but they should have well defined geometries and material characteristics, with
appropriate tolerances, such that the exemplar and threat have nominally the same detection signature. Such
exemplars allow more consistent comparative evaluation of the performance of metal detectors than will
actual threat objects. Such exemplars should be the basis of a minimally acceptable performance
requirement for a metal detector. Before being considered for deployment, a metal detector should meet the
detection requirements for a set of exemplars, each testing for a different threat.
This article discusses the effect of a test object (an exemplar) on the measured performance of a metal
detector. To have an appreciation of how the exemplar affects this performance measure, a brief
introduction to the uncertainty in measurement is required. Measurements are subject to various factors that
introduce some amount of uncertainty into their result. These measurement uncertainties give information
on the confidence a person may have on the measurement results. For metal detectors, the measurement
uncertainty, umeas, can be described by the following formula using the method of linear propagation of
uncertainties [1]:

umeas =

2
2
uinst
+ uR2 & R + uexmplr
,

(1)

where uinst is the measurement uncertainty for all the instruments, analyses, and computational methods
used; uR&R is the uncertainty for reproducibility and repeatability, which includes contributions such as
operator and environmental effects; and uexmplr are the measurement uncertainties associated with the
exemplar, which has other contributors:

uexmplr =

2
2
u 2prpty + u geom
+ uorient

,

(2)

where uprpty is the measurement uncertainty associated with material properties of the test object, where the two
material properties that are of concern are the electrical conductivity, σ, and the magnetic permeability, μ;
ugeom is the uncertainty for the physical dimensions of the test object; and uorient is the uncertainty associated
with the orientation of the test object relative to the metal detector under test.
The values of uinst and uR&R are typically less than a couple percent of the measured value, and so will
not adversely affect the ability to assess the detection performance of a metal detector. Moreover, these
uncertainties will be the same regardless of the exemplar being used and will not be discussed further in
this study. The uncertainties, uprpty and ugeom are dependent on the exemplar, but will not vary with its
design: uncertainties in geometries are fixed by machining tolerances and uncertainties in material
properties are fixed by the selection of the materials and are independent of design. The only measurement
uncertainty contribution that can be noticeably controlled during a measurement is uorient, which will be
discussed in detail later.

2. Metal Detection Exemplars
Metal detector exemplars, to date, have been fabricated from a single material machined to resemble the
threat object. The dimensions of the exemplar are adjusted so that its detection signature experimentally
conforms to the signature of the threat item. For example, for handgun threats, the exemplars are L-shaped
metal objects; for knives, the exemplar is a metal rectangular prism, etc. The exemplars currently in use are
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derived from the National Institute of Justice (NIJ) HHMD standard [2] as developed for the NIJ by the
National Institute of Standards and Technology. These exemplars are shown in Appendix A.
The materials, materials properties, dimensions, and tolerances on the properties and dimensions of the
exemplars are given in Appendix A. The materials are specified using the Unified Numbering System
(UNS) convention (see Appendix B). The UNS designation primarily addresses composition and not the
electromagnetic material properties. Consequently, the electromagnetic properties, specifically electrical
conductivity and magnetic permeability, are also specified. Because the geometries, material of
construction, and electromagnetic properties for the exemplars are fixed and within specified tolerances,
these exemplars provide superior performance compared to actual threat items for accurate and
reproducible characterization and assessment of the detection capability of metal detectors. The current
shapes of the exemplars resemble the actual threat items, and this was done to assure operators that their
actual threat objects would be detected. However, these resemblances weaken the reproducibility and
accuracy of detection performance testing, performance tracking, and product comparison. Moreover, this
restriction is unnecessary for the purpose of a metal detector minimum performance standard.
Metal detectors are tested to ensure that they meet the requirements of different performance
classifications, typically based on either threat level or object size. Threat-level classifications may be
ambiguous; for example, a razor blade is not considered a high security threat for events involving very
important persons (because of access to the person) but it is considered a high security threat in correctional
environments. The ASTM standard, on the other hand, uses object size for classification. Although this
classification scheme is not perfect because of the effect of material properties, it is a more logical
classification scheme than threat level.
Figures A1 through A7 in Appendix A show a set of exemplars currently used in the NIJ standards and
that has been proposed for the ASTM HWMD standard. The physical dimensions of these exemplars are
adjusted based on the material properties and the actual threat they are intended to emulate. For example,
consider the handgun exemplar (Fig. A1). The steel (UNS G41400) handgun exemplar is the smallest of the
three handgun exemplars because the magnetic field generated by a metal detector couples more effectively
to the steel exemplar than to the other two (aluminum and zinc). Consequently, the steel exemplar does not
have to be as large as the other two to generate a nominally equivalent detection signal. In Fig. A2, a
medium-sized test object, the knife exemplar fabricated from either aluminum (UNS A95052) or steel
(UNS G41300), is shown. If the material of construction for the knife exemplar is a nonferromagnetic
stainless steel (UNS S30400), for which the relative permeability is approximately one and the electrical
conductivity is small, the knife exemplar would be considered a small-sized test object. Therefore, two
knife exemplars with the same dimensions can be classified as either a medium-sized or small-sized test
object depending on their electromagnetic properties. More importantly, a small misorientation of the
small-sized test object from a reference orientation can cause a detection signal similar to a medium-sized
test object. This is the main focus of the remainder of this article.

3. Test Object Orientation
Although the use of the current exemplars for metal detector testing has many advantages over actual
threats, one critical aspect of the exemplars that has not been addressed is its orientational uncertainty
relative to the magnetic field generated by the metal detector during testing. This orientational uncertainty
is a consequence of the geometric anisotropy of the current exemplar designs, and can lead to erroneous
claims of superior detection performance. The orientational uncertainty has several sources, which can be
described using the method of linear propagation of uncertainties (LPU) by:

uorient =

2
2
2
2
2
2
u xmp
/ blk + ublk / hldr1 + uhldr1/ rob + urob / hldr 2 + uhldr 2/ dctr + σ θ ,

(3)

where uxmp/blk is the uncertainty in the orientation of a reference plane or position on the exemplar relative to
a reference plane on the block, where the block is used to contain the exemplar; ublk/hldr1 is the uncertainty in
the orientation of the block relative to the block holder, where the block holder is a device that secures the
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block to the robotic or manual positioning instrument; uhldr1/rob is the uncertainty in the orientation of the
block holder relative to the robotic instrument to which it is attached; urob/hldr2 is the uncertainty in the
orientation of the robotic instrument relative to the detector holder, where the detector holder is attached to
the robotic instrument; uhldr2/dctr is the uncertainty in the orientation of a reference plane of the detector
holder relative to a reference plane on the metal detector; and σƟ is the standard deviation of the angular
variation of the orientation of the outer surface of the metal detector relative to the plane of the detector
coil. In the LPU given in Eq. (3), it is assumed that the variation in all the parameters is normally
distributed and that the measurement uncertainty contributors are derived from many independent
measurements.
It is edifying to estimate the value of Eq. (3) and then compare this value to simulations that demonstrate the
effect of angular deviation on exemplar detectability. To this end, we now estimate the uncertainty contributions
to Eq. (3). The σƟ describes manufacture reproducibility. For HHMDs, and for quality manufacturing (per ISO
9001), it would be reasonable to expect that σƟ would be less than 5° in each orthogonal direction of a Cartesian
coordinate system. For HWMDs, by their very nature of being pliable to conform to being worn, σƟ may be
greater than 10° and variable between different users or tests. For each of the other five measurement uncertainty
contributors, based on observation and measurement, it is expected they contribute 5° or less each per axis. To
simplify our estimate of angular uncertainty, we will consider only one coordinate axis and combine the
uncertainties from the other two axes onto one axis. We will also assign an equal uncertainty for each of the
contributors shown in Eq. (1) of 5°. More than likely, the angular uncertainty for some of these contributions
will be greater. The total uncertainty, uoreint, using this approximation is about 12° for a 67 % confidence interval,
or about 24° for a 95 % confidence interval. This angular uncertainty may allow the metal detector to be
mischaracterized as having greater detection capability than it actually has.
For example, consider a knife exemplar that is designated as a “small” size threat for a given
orientation, namely that orientation that provides the least coupling to the magnetic field generated by the
metal detector. Figure 1 shows six different orthogonal orientations that a knife exemplar can have with
respect to the metal detector (shown by the loop). The arrow in Fig. 1 shows the direction of the motion of
the exemplar relative to the metal detector. Each of these orthogonal orientations are arranged such that one
surface of the test object is parallel to the plane of the coil. It is important to note that detecting the threat at
the least coupling orientation is the basis for defining the metal detector as being able to detect the
designated size threats. So, if, during testing, the orientation of the “small” size test object is off from the
ideal value (0°), it will present a larger surface for coupling to the magnetic field and, consequently,
provide a signal commensurate to that from a larger “medium” size test object. An alarm would then be
generated by the metal detector and this alarm would be incorrectly attributed to the “small” size test
object. As an example, the effect of orientation on coupling for the knife exemplar is shown in Table 1. If
spherical exemplars are used, this orientation problem vanishes.
Table 1. The relative coupling of a knife exemplar for the orientations shown in Fig. 1, with orientation C as the reference. The values
were obtained using electromagnetic simulation.
Orientation
Relative coupling

A

B

C

D

E

F

0.6777

0.0919

1.000

0.1284

0.1464

0.0517

4. Simulation of Exemplar Coupling
In this section, we provide a relative comparison of the coupling of the metal detector’s magnetic field
to current exemplars as a function of their orientation and to the proposed spherical exemplars. The
coupling values are derived from electromagnetic simulation to avoid the relatively large errors that may be
encountered using experimental values. The simulation describes the inductive coupling to the test object,
which is the fundamental basis upon which a detection alarm is generated. There are several methods for
detecting and augmenting the signals received by the detector to generate this alarm. It is not the purpose of
this work to simulate or compare these proprietary methods. However, the trend of the simulations was
qualitatively verified by experiments. It should also be mentioned that demagnetization will affect the
404
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Fig. 1. The possible unique orthogonal orientations of a thin rectangular prism that can be presented to a metal detector, which is
represented by a loop. The white arrows show the direction of motion of the test object relative to the loop.

detectability of test object depending on its geometry and orientation with respect to the applied magnetic
field, and this has been calculated for simple geometries [3-5]. The simulation software did take into
account demagnetization as shown by the simulations of a spherical test object and comparison of those
simulation results to the numerical results of [4] (data not shown).
Spherical test objects are currently used by certain manufacturers to track performance of a metal
detector over time and to perform a reproducible comparative evaluation of metal detector models. We
propose the use of spherical test objects in a minimum performance standard because they will allow more
accurate predictions of the performance of a metal detector than will actual threat objects or exemplars that
attempt to resemble the threat object. This does not mean that metal detectors should not be tested against
agency-specific threats. But when performing such field tests, the user of the equipment should be
cautioned regarding the effect of orientational uncertainty and the potential to erroneously qualify a metal
detector fit for purpose when it is not.
All simulations were performed using a commercially-available magnetic field simulator that uses the
finite element method. The circuit for the simulation comprises a 50 kHz current source and a single-loop
coil, where the coil is a solid-copper wire with a 1 mm diameter cross section and an inside loop diameter
of 20 mm. The distance between the loop and the nearest surface of the exemplar is 1 mm, as this is a
representative operating distance for the metal detector. A change in the loop characteristics and drive
signal will change the relative coupling for a given exemplar. However, for comparisons between different
exemplars, a common and fixed set of loop characteristics and a fixed drive signal are necessary to observe
the effect of the exemplar on coupling between it and the metal detector. Magnetic anisotropy of
ferromagnetic materials was not simulated because this effect is anticipated to be very much smaller than
405
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the geometry effects that are currently seen with the use of simulated threat objects. The coupling between
the coil and test object is measured as a change in the inductance of the coil circuit due to the presence of
the test object.
The possible unique orthogonal orientations of the knife exemplar (a simple rectangular prism) that can
be presented to a metal detector are shown in Fig. 1. Each of these orthogonal orientations are arranged
such that one surface of the test object is parallel to the plane of the coil. The separation between the coil
and the surface closest to the plane of the coil was fixed, as this represents actual use. In practical
applications using a HWMD or HHMD, the most likely orientations that will be presented to the metal
detector are orientations A and C (see Fig. 1). All the test objects shown in Appendix A similarly have no
more than two orientations that will be presented to the HWMD or HHMD during actual use of the metal
detector. The orientations that provide the least coupling for the knife exemplar are B, D, E, and F, with
orientation F representing the least coupling condition. The relative coupling for these orientations are
shown in Table 1. Figure 2 shows the relative increase of coupling as the knife exemplar is rotated from
orientation F to orientation E. Note that the relative coupling of orientation E is almost three times greater
than that of orientation F.

Fig. 2. Relative increase in coupling as aluminum (UNS A95052) knife exemplar is rotated from orientation F to orientation E.

Figure 3 shows the effect on the measured inductance change in the wire loop by rotating a
nonferromagnetic test object from one orientation to another. For example, the knife exemplars are rotated
from orientation B to orientation A (see Fig. 1). The test objects were rotated between the orientations
providing maximum and minimum coupling. The presence of the nonferromagnetic test object in the coil
circuit effectively adds a parallel inductance as the eddy currents induced in the test object will generate a
secondary magnetic field opposing that of the source. The result is a reduction in the inductance of the loop
circuit. The metals used for the different test objects are given in Appendix B. Also shown in Fig. 3 is the
inductance change due to the presence of a solid aluminum (UNS A96061) sphere. Figure 4 exhibits the
same information as shown in Fig. 3 but with a close up of the smaller rotation angles and sphere radii. The
information displayed in Figs. 3 and 4 can be used to determine the radius of a sphere that can be used to
replace the test objects shown in Appendix A.
406
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Fig. 3. Inductance change caused by rotation of nonferromagnetic test objects (lower x axis) and changing sphere radius (upper x
axis). Sphere is UNS A96061.

Fig. 4. Close up of Fig. 3 that shows the smaller angles of the test objects and the smaller diameter spheres. Sphere is UNS A96061.
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Figure 5 shows the effect of rotating a ferromagnetic test object from one orientation to another. The
test objects were rotated between the orientations providing maximum and minimum coupling. The
difference between the effect of a nonferromagnetic and a ferromagnetic test object is the phase of the
induced eddy current. For the nonferromagnetic case, increasing the interaction between the test object and
the magnetic field (see Figs. 3 and 4) decreases system inductance, whereas for the ferromagnetic case the
opposite is true. The metals used for the different test objects are given in Appendix B. Also shown in Fig.
5 is the inductance change due to the presence of a solid steel (UNS G10180) sphere.

Fig. 5. Inductance change cause by rotation of ferromagnetic test objects (lower x axis) and changing sphere radius (upper x axis).
Sphere is UNS G10180.

Figure 6 shows an example of the effect on inductance from variation in the steel (UNS G10180)
sphere’s radius, r, around its nominal value. In this figure, the nominal radius is 10 mm. For this example,
the percent change in inductance is about four times the change in the radius. Consequently, it is important
to ensure that the tolerances placed on machining the sphere will allow the exemplar to be used to test the
metal detector performance to the required accuracy.
Figure 7 shows an example of the effect on inductance from variation of the metal’s electrical
conductivity, σ, around its nominal value. In this figure, the nominal value of σ is around 2.02 × 107 S/m,
which is typical for aluminum. For this example, the percent change in inductance is about one-tenth of the
change in σ. Consequently, it is not essential to require tolerances on electrical conductivity of less than
about 10 % of nominal value because smaller tolerances may make material acceptance difficult without
commensurate improvement in measurement uncertainty.
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Fig. 6. A simulation showing the effect of variations of the sphere radius to its inductance.

Fig. 7. A simulation showing the effect of variations on σ to the inductance caused by the presence of the sphere.
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Figure 8 shows an example of the effect on inductance from variation of the metal’s magnetic
permeability, μ, around its nominal value. In this figure, the nominal μ is 8π × 10−5 H/m (relative μ of 200),
which is within the range of typical ferromagnetic steels. For this example, the percent change in
inductance is equal to or less than the change in μ. It is important to ensure that the tolerances placed on μ
are as small as possible to ensure the exemplar can be used to test the metal detector performance to the
required accuracy. However, μ may change with time depending on its exposure to temperature changes
and mechanical shock. The simulations also show that, as a percentage of the value of μ, variations in
smaller values of μ cause larger variations in the inductance than do variations in larger values of μ.
Furthermore, the effect of variations in permeability on inductive coupling is less for the sphere than other
test objects.

Fig. 8. A simulation showing the change in inductance caused by changes in the relative permeability, μr, for different test objects.
The inductance change is relative to that for μr = 200. The slab was oriented so that its large surface was parallel to the plane of the
coil. The cube was oriented so that a surface was parallel to the plane of the coil.

5. Summary
The detection signature of an arbitrarily-shaped metal object from a metal detector will depend on the
mass, geometry, and orientation with respect to the magnetic field, electrical conductivity, and magnetic
permeability of the test object. For the nationally-standardized test objects currently used for metal detector
assessment, the largest contributor to the uncertainty in detector assessment is the orientation of the test
object with respect to the magnetic field generated by the metal detector. Spherical test objects do not have
an orientational uncertainty contribution and, thus, will provide more reliable, reproducible, and accurate
assessment of the detection performance of metal detectors than will the current test objects. Because the
magnetic permeability affects the response of the metal detector, it is necessary to have spherical test
objects made of both ferromagnetic and nonferromagnetic metals. Therefore, to replace the 11 current
nonspherical test objects will require eight spherical test objects: two each for each object size
410
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classification, where one is made from a ferromagnetic metal and the other from a nonferromagnetic metal.
The use of spherical test objects can result in an acceptable international test method for the minimally
acceptable detection performance of hand-worn and hand-held metal detectors. However, each unique
security application may require testing for the unique threats of that application.

6. Appendix A
Mechanical drawings of test objects in the current National Institute of Justice metal detector standards
[2] and that have been proposed for an ASTM metal detector standard (Figs. A1–A7). These test objects
were developed by the National Institute of Standards and Technology.

Fig. A1. Handgun exemplar currently proposed in draft ASTM standard for HHWD. This is considered a large-size test object.
Different materials and sizes are used for the construction of this exemplar.
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Fig. A2. The knife exemplar is a simple rectangular prism. Different materials are used to construct copies of this exemplar.
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Fig. A3. The 0.22 caliber round is a small-sized test object. It comprises a lead bullet and a brass case.
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Fig. A4. A handcuff key is a small-sized test object.
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Fig. A5. The hexagonally-shaped steel piece is a small-sized test object intended to emulate #2 Phillips screw driver bits that are often
found in a prison setting as the tip of an inmate-fashioned spike or “shiv.”
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Fig. A6. This rectangular prism of brass is an exemplar intended to emulate the electromagnetic characteristics of pen refill, which are
used in a prison setting to pick locks, such as those of handcuffs. This exemplar is considered a very-small-sized test object.
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Fig. A7. This rectangular prism emulates a disposable razor blade, which in a prison setting is used as blades in inmate-fashioned
knives. This is a very-small-sized test object.
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7. Appendix B
Materials and electromagnetic quantities for the test objects used in the current NIJ metal detector
standards [2]. Electrical conductivity and magnetic permeability were measured using NIST-developed
tools, as described in [6] and [7].

Object size

Large

Medium

Small

Test object

Handgun

Metal

UNS
designation

Electrical conductivity [6]
(S/m)

Relative magnetic
permeability [7]

mean

tolerance

mean

tolerance

Aluminum

A96061

2.78×107

3.2×106

1

N/A

6

5

Handgun

Steel

G41400

4.49×10

5.9×10

64

17

Handgun

Zinc

Z35530

2.512×107

1.5×106

1

N/A

Knife

Aluminum

A95052

2.02×107

2.2×106

1

N/A

Knife

Steel

G41300

4.28×106

5.9×105

60

27

Handcuff key

Steel

G10180

4.15×106

9.3×105

270 [8]

-

Steel

S30400

1.41×10

6

4×10

1.05 [9]

0.02

bullet

Lead

L50045

4.84×106 [10]

-

1

N/A

case

Brass

C26000

1.543×107

7.7×105

1

N/A

64

17

Knife, nonmagnetic

4

Cartridge, 22 calibre

Very small

6

5

Screwdriver bit

Steel

G41400

4.49×10

5.9×10

Pen refill

Brass

C36000

1.297×107

5.8×105

1

N/A

Razor blade

Steel

G10100

8.33×106 [10]

-

190 [10]

-
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